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Limitina enerav spread at hiqh laser intensities usina phase space displacement

m. Takeda and R. R. Reaall

? I.

IY, KM Fusion, Inc., rl.fl. Rox 1567, Ann Arbor, Michioan 4R106

Abstract

'- Phase space disnlacement is investioated as a method of reducina enerav spread in free

electron lasers producino lonu-wavslenoth radiation (- 1 mm) at hich laser intensity (- 10

In w/cM2 ). The technicue is described and compared with the more conventional tapered

wiaoler that traps electrons in decelerating Phase space buckets. A band model is developed

. to describe the movement of electrons around the phase space buckets and estimate the

* resulting eneray spread. The energy spread obtained from the band model is compared with

that obtained from a multicarticle computer simulation. Laser gain obtained by bucket

capture is found to be comparable to gain obtained by phase space displacement at hiqh

intensities but energy spread is a factor of a few lower.

Introduction

KMR Fusion, Inc. is plannina to participate in a two-stage FM experiment to be performed

at The 1tniversity of California Rants Rarbara (TIC1R4) usinq the TCRR recirculating electro-

static accelerator1 . To obtain adequate qain to sustain oscillation in the short-wavelength

second stae of the MFL. a high-intensity lonq-wavelength pump field is needed. This lonq-

wavelenoth Pump field is produced by the first stas PML interaction. For the available

current and anticipated cavity losses in the experiment, a pump field intensity on the order

of 10 w/cm2 will be needed to produce laser oscillations in the second stage.

For this high Pum field intensity, a large enerav spread will be produced in the

electron beam as it passes through the wiggler macnet. If it is required to collect the

electron beam with hiah efficiency after it leaves the wiggler, this energy spread could
represent a serious problem. The return beam line and electron collector in the electro-

static accelerator mst be designed to handle the energy spread. The wiggler used to

produce the high intensity field must also be designed to minimize the energy spread

*: produced.

* In this paper we will investigate an amplifier design that minimizes energy spread at

high laser intensity using phase space displacement. We will compare phase space displace-

ment to the standard bucket capture technique for gain optimization. The analysis will show

that at high intensities comparable gain can be produced using either method, but that a

. lower energy spread results from phase space displacement.

.nergy spread produced by bucket capture

a he bucket formed by the ponderomotive wave can he obtained from the eauations of motion

for an electron in an TWL 2 . For an electron with an energy near the resonant enerav

7 - I << y), apwroximate equations of motion for the electron are

d.
d' m ' -l(sin r - sinYr) (1)

. . . . , . .- . , .- ., . . . .. , . -.. - -.,. .: :-,- . :-: . ,



and

d - AP , 
(2)

where

A c (kL + kw) 3 (3)

- (5)

L 2 (
k m

&W -W (6)

P - y - Y,, I is the phase anole of the electron relative to the ponderomotive wave, and aL

and a. represent the dimensionless amolitudes of the vector votentials for the laser and

wiaoler fields respectively. The wave numbers for the laser and wiqaler fields are kL and

kw-

rliminating the time differential and intecratina over y , we get

P = (cos J+ sin T +K) (7)

we now choose the value of the integration constant K to give the maximum bound orbit in

the reoion -s 4 ( s. This defines the phase space bucket. For a positive resonant

angle , the bucket equation is

(con I+con I (T in } 1 0 4(Y 'C

R R S zlIR 2

The half bucket height is obtained at (I - R It is proportional to the square root

of the laser field ammlitude. The electron energy spread will be at least as large as the

full bucket heiaht when the electrons in the bucket execute a synchrotron oscillation in the

wiqler. When a number of synchrotron oscillations take place in the wigaler, the untrapped
electrons drift away from the bucket. Ih@ synchrotron oscillation frequency is also propor-

tional to the sguare root of the laser field applitide. Figure 1 shows the half bucket

heiaht for a wicaler with a I kG field on axis plotted aaainst laser intensity for zero

resonant Obase and a radiation wavelength of 1 m. For a 3 MeV electron beam the full

bucket heiaht at an intensity of /- 0 'W/cm2 , is about 204 of the electron energy. It

would be difficult to transport an electron beam with such a larqe energv spread without

large losses 2 .
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r'iciire 1. %galf bucket 'height as a function of laser intensity for an FrL producino 1-m

radiation.

Phase space displacement

Tn contrast to bucket capture, phase space displacement reauires an empty bucket. The

emotv bucket can he accelerated through the electron distribution in phase space using a

reverse-tavored wigoler. In a reverse-tapered wiqgler, the resonant phase of the bucket is

neative and is in the range between 0 and - Electrons qoing around the bucket give up

energy to the laser beam. mon* of the electrons are trapped in the bucket. Alternatively,

the wiggler taper could be replaced by an equivalent decelerating axial electric field. The

electron beam, which is initially above the bucket, would then be decelerated around the

stationary ematv bucket by the axial electric field, aqain transforrina energy to the laser

beam.

Kroll, morton and Wosenblutbh first considered the application of phase space displace-

met to the RL. Tn their vapor, the e nor.Vspread of the incoming electron beam was

assumed to be much larger than the bucket produced by the ponderomotive wave. In our case

the initial aneorv spread of the electron beam relative to the bucket height is negligible.

Tn order to move all of the electrons in the distribution around the bucket, a minimum

number of synchrotron oscillations must take Place in the wiqler. Mince the synchrotron

oscillation freuency in proportional to the square zoo of both the laser field amplitude

and the wioler manetic field, a high laser intensity is required. For a 3 Mev electron

beam and 1 ka wiggler field on axis, we need a laser intensity of at least 4 x 106 w/cm 2 to

enable all the electrons in the distribution to move below the bucket in a 3-maetr-lonq

wigler designed to produce 1-rm radiation.

Riaher order sevratrices as extension. of the bucket

* .. Vo help understanding how electrons move around the bucket we use the concept of higher

-, order searatrices. Riqher order separatrices are an extension of the bucket trajectory to

Phese analee outside the range occupied by the bucket. Figure 2 show, a number of buckets

and several hialhor order separstrices above and below the buckets. These separatrices

divide phase space into multiple bends. Mnce an electron occupies a particular band it

stays in that band throughout the wiggler provided the laser pain is low and the buckets do

rno w mimificantlv, which will he true at high intensity. Tnder these conditions the

number of bands occupiod by the electron beam is a constant of the motion.

.. ..*. .. . .... .. ...- . - ., : ...S. .- : ....i
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sevaratrices are obtained by continuina the bucket trajectory beyond the unstable fixed

moint of the bucket. For necativ* resonant chase anale, we determine the intearation
* constant K for the bucket Rauction (7) in the same way an for a Positive resonant anale, by

findina the value of K for which P - 0 at the unstable fixed Point, which for negative
resonant chasea is Y -% - %in the principal domain (-% '(i] The bucket equation for
a necative resonant anal. then becomes

4.- /D-co +cog I *(YI + *+z)sin !RI (9)

Mqince a bucket is located in every interval of 2% radians along the T axis, we may

* consider a bucket locateod in the domain -(1-2mb. c I c (1+2mb.x. The continuation of the
trajectory for this bucket into the principal domain is then referred to as the m-th order

senaratrix and is given by

* In the principal domain, the biabier order separatrices divide thes Phase space above and
* below the bucket into multiple bands. Viaure 2 shows separatrices up to fourth order.

enlv electrons in the band between the bucket and first order sopartrix (lot band) have
orbit* that take, them directlv around the bucket. Vlectrons in the band between the (a-l) th

* and m-th seoaratrix must cass by m-l buckets before their trajectories takes them around a
bucket and reduce their eneray below the resonant eneray. Those electrons in the band

* hounded bv the hiahest order separatrices will reauire the lonaest time to move around a

bucket. Figure 3 shown the number of bands occupied by a tuonoenerqetic electron distribu-
tion with an onergy equal to the resonant esnergy plus the bucket height. The number of

bands occuieid is seen to decrese rapidly with decreasing resonant phase.

*All separatrices P. have a minimum at I - -19 - 1R Therefore, for a monoenraetic

electron distribution, electrons initially at this resonant phase will be located in the
'hiahest band. The value. "'h, for the highest band is the lowest value of m for which

-Oiw
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Relation (11) was used to obtain the number of occunied hands as a function of resonant

ohase in viaure 3.

20-, BS aompied bv

4 mancenrgsuic
Numibs. of - distrfuuonosmapid C d .I

10 0

Nesmat Angie (-Psi) [0e.1

viaurs, 3. "umber of bands occupied by an initially mononrgetic electron distribution
tanaent to the too of the bucket as a function of resonant phase angle. Th difference
between the staircase curves and the curve for a monoenergtic distribution represents the
number of bends electrons will descend below the bucket in the principal domain while
*seeing through the wiggler. The number of bends is a function of lamer intensity and
resonant anals. Stepe represent transitions between bends. The intersection of the
staircase, curves with the curve for the number of occupied bends gives the threshold
resonant phase angle. The example is for a 3-rn-long 1 kG-field wiggler producing 1-rn
radiation with a 3-meV electron beam.

nether than viewing the electron distribution as occupying several bends in the principal

* domain, we can view the electron distribution as occupying a single band over an extended
phase domain containing several buckets. If the electrons occupy m bends in the principal

domain, the same distribution can be represented as a series of beamilets occupying a single

band over 2%m radians. In order for all of the electrons in a mononergetic distribution to

@0 from an energy equal to the resonant energy plus the bucket height to an energy equal to

or less than the resonant eniergy, the entire train of beamlets must move through this
extended phase, domain. The, time required for this to happen is the time required for the

beamlet farthest from the bucket to reach and move around the bucket. The energy spread at

* this time will saval the difference in energy between the first and last beasslt in the
extended phase domain.

'1.0 estimate the time required for thes electron distribution to move around a bucket vs

2substitute the expression for P. in Equation (10) into Equation (2) giving

""A? [ + coIR + I 4 s(1-2m) sin . (12)
dt

,,
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Tntearatina (1) asuaumino nealiible cain we obtain

*(M) - d rCOS T + Cos T + + F, + (l-2n) sin V (13)

- ...L~F(m,TR

TPhe intearation is taken from -% - TR to x - because we wish to determine the transit

time of the Particles in the highest band. These Particles are located around - - V, in

the principal domain. All the dimensioned cuantities are contained in the term precedina

the intearal

-.1/2

1 w + iw2  
(14)...

41tc =2a~a:

v makinci the substitution u = + To the dimensionless term becomes
--1.

x -1/2
r , TV) du [,co(u - TV) + cos + fu + %(1-2m)} sin YV] (m 0 1) (15)

Por the bucket (m - 0) we oet

" -.: (doo W - + coo + + a -+/ (16)

where is the value of T for which P - 0 for a bucket in the interval [O,x/2). Figure 4

shows 7(m,10) as a function of m for a numiber of different values of the resonant phase
anale.

10 0

4,.

a.a

" 0 M 10 "-
M

viewe 4. tlranb of P(m,lw) an a function of mt for different values ofin
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ohe time reouired for an electron initially located in a hand between two seoaratrices at

the hase -x - Tv to ao from its initial enerav to the resonant enerav is anoroximately the

same as the time recuired for an electron located on the sevaratrix above it to reach the

resonant energv. Thin time is aiven by

/+a 2

4% w_ a. F (m,) (17)

where

U

"'he actual time the electron beam interacts with the wiqqler magnet is given by

r w Wk" 
(19)

where 9 is the number of periods in the wigler. in order for the electron distribution to

move around the bucket durin the time it is in the wigaler we must have

w (20)

or

TV 4, (21)
Pslmhw 4 ;+ 2w11

Whent r w -(mhVd, (This equation wea used to obtain the staircase curves of Figure 3.)

electrons from the highest band just succeed in reaching the resonant energy. For a given

laser intensity this condition provides a threshold value for the resonant phase angle

required to utilise phase space displacement for reducing energy spread. These threshold

values are shown for three different laser intensities in Figure 3.

At intensities for which phae sPace displacement In advantageous for reducing energy

spread, the electron* in the highest band not only decrease their energy to the resonant

energv, but continue to move below the bucket. To estimate the energy spread produced in

the wicaler we must calculate how far below the bucket electrons, initially in the hiahest

band, have moved by the time they reach the end of the vigler. since the equation for the

soeratrices are symetric above and below the bucket

F 1,..,, 3? Fj1 ) (22)

nw 1 can be determined, so equation (22) can be solved for n, the number of bands,

elotrons, initially in the highest band, have descended below the bucket by the time they

react the end of the wiggler. in most cases rquation (22) will not be satisfied for an

integral value of n. Performing a numerical integration we can determine the fraction of a

bend needed to satisfy Squation (22).

-r %4 3L -



-o estimate the enerav soread we assume electrons initially in the first band move down

the same number of bands as electrons initially in the highest occupied band. rTsinO roua-

tion (In ) we can then estimate the final enercies for the highest and lowest bands. he
values 4or enerav snread obtained usinc this hand model can be comnared with the values for

enernv scread obtained from a multinarticle simulation of an electron beam in the wiggler.

his is shown in riaure 9 for the 3-m-lonc wicaler we have been considerina with a laser

intensity of In7 W/cM2 . Agreement is reasonably good excent at low absolute values of the

resonant nhase, which are below the threshold value necessary for electrons in the highest
hand to roach the resonant enerav (see Picure 3). There is a oood deal of scatter in the

simulation results below this threshold value, as would he expected. The din in the energy
spread for the band model calculation between -9 and -10 decrees resonant phase results from

electrons in the highest band crossina from one band to the next. The simulation is insen-

sitive to this artifact of the band model calculation. A similar comparison of energy

spreads obtained from the band model and multiparticle simulations at a laser intensity of

10 R Wcm is shown in Figure 6. Agreement is not as good as in Figure 5, but demonstrates

the same aualitative behavior. Values for energy spread obtained using phase space dis-

Placement are compared with those obtained from bucket capture in Fiqure 7. All results
were obtained using a multivaticle simulation. For the proper choice of resonant phase,

determined in Piaure 7 by the axial voltage gradient, it is possible to reduce the energy

s*read significantly using Phase space displacement. Figure 8 compares laser gain produced
usina chae soace displacement with gain obtained by bucket capture. Again the results are

from simulation calculations in which an axial electric field rather than a wiqaler taper

was assumed. Phase space disulacement results are shown only for axial electric fields cor-
resnondina to resonant nhases above the threshold values. For the ranae of values

calculated, aain nroduced by phase space displacement is comparable to or greater than the
cain oroduced bv trapping.
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Pioure 7. 'ynerav spread as a function of Picure 8. L aser cain as a function of
iabsolute voltace chance across a 3-rn absolute voltace chancre across a 3-rn

wicaler usinci phase s~ace displacement (P) wiqqler for phase space displacement (P)and bucket capture (C) for a number of bucket capture (C).
different laser intensities.

Concila. ions

We are required to operate a iong-oavelength free electron laser at very high intensi-
ties -lt v/cm) as thgefrs a of abtwo e FL. this produces a lares energy

-> spread in the wicigler than makes collection of the electron beam in a electrostatic accel-erator difficult. 'O reduce this enerqy sPread we have investigated usin phase space
dislace ent rather than bucket capture to optimize the laser ain. we have seen that

whereas deceleratinen raped elecrons in phase sace buckets results in a total electron

eneray spread that is larcer than the full buck heiqht, usini phase space displacement the
eneroy sread could he reduced to the order of half the bucket heirht wit no siqnificane

*. loss of ain.
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